
BUILD AN AUDIO SWEEP 

MARKER GENERATOR 


Now you can easily identify any frequency on 

T HE USE of a sweep generator 
is practically a necessity in any 

serious testing of audio equipment. 
Some sweep generators are not suffi
ciently calibrated however (especially 
for a logarithmic sweep) to provide an 
easy identif ication of an unusual re
sponse at a particular frequency . This 
can be easily remedied by mixing the 
output of a marker generator with the 
sweeper 's output. Then , when the 
signal is displayed on a scope, a par
ticular frequency can be identified . 

The audio sweep marker generator 
described here provides two ap
proaches to marker display. One is a 
sharp vertical pulse as shown in Fig . 1, 
which can be positioned on the scope 
at the frequ ency of interest. Or the 
pu lse can be fed through the scope 's 
intensity axis to generate a bright spot 
on the display. The marker automati
cally covers the same range as the 
sweeper being used , and the only 
condition required is that the 
sweeper 's main sawtooth be available . 

How It Works. The sawtooth output 
from the audio sweeper (the waveform 
with in the sweeper that is performing 
the actual freque ncy sweep-not a 

an audio swept waveform display . 
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sawtooth audio output) is coupled 
to the marker generator through BP1 
as shown in Fig . 2. This signal is buf
fered in IC1 and fed to IC2 and /C3 , 
which form a peak detector. 

As the input rises in voltage , /C2 
places a charge on C2 throug h 01. 
When a peak value is reached and the 
signal drops to zero . the output of IC2 
goes negative and 01 is reverse 
biased . However, C2 remains charged 
at the peak value of the sawtooth (V,,.... k). 
When RESET pushbutton S1 is de
pressed , C2 discharges through R3 so 
that , on the next sweep , a new value of 
V, ,..,11, is detected . Integrated circuit /C3 
is a unity gain buffer that prevents 
succeeding circuitry from loading 
C2. The output of IC3 goes to IC2 to 
supp ly the feedback necessary for the 
peak detection process. It is also ap
p Ii ed to two adju'stable voltage 
dividers-R4 , wh ich is used as a 
VERNIER control , and the resistor net
work associated with S2 . 

The voltages selected by S2 and R4 
are mixed in R14 and R15 so that the 
input to /C4 can be selected to be be
tween 0 and 90% of V,,,.., 1, in 10% steps 
w ith the vernier prov iding smooth ad
justment between steps. 

The output of IC4 is applied to two 
comparators-JCS and /C6. Transistor 
01 develops a constant current (I) in 
R21 to produce an offset at the input to 
IC5 . Thus one input to IC4 is V,...r (from 
/C4) + (R21 xi) . The other input is V'"""'" 
from IC1. The output of IC6 switches 
when V,11... , .1, equals V,...r and th e output 
of IC5 switches slightly later due to the 
offset provided by R21. 

F ig. 1 Pli oto of 11wrke1· ''pip" 
011 a typical scope display . 

Diodes 05 and 06 and resistor R27 
form an AND gate whose output is 
negati ve o nl y when /C5 and /C6 have 
negat ive outputs. This generates a 
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pulsewhich is negativeonlywhen V swceP 

is greater than Vn·r but less than V,.. r 
plus the offset. The width of the pulse 
is proportional to I. Since the current 
is determined by the setting of R1f}, 
the setting controls the width of the 
pulse . The various waveforms in
volved are shown in Fig . 3. 

The pulse from the ANO gate is ap
plied to the base of 02, which is an 
inverter. POLARITY switch S3 can then 
select either a positive or an inverte<;i 
pulse. The mixed marker is formed by 
adding a variable-amplitude pulse 
(from R32) to the swept audio signal 
connected to BP2 . 

Construction. The circu it can be 
built on a pc board such as that shown 
in Fig . 4. Be sure to obtain proper 
orientation of the diodes, the IC's and 
C2 . 

The marker generator requires four 
power sources : ±9 and ± 15 volts . 
These may be available in tl19 sweep 
generator (as they are in the 'unit de
scribed in the October 1973 issue of 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS) . Or small sepa
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· rf:it.e ~\JPP.l(es can b!3 constructed . The 
two 15-V sources ca.n be unregulated 
and any value between 13 and 17 V. 
The 9-V squrces should be regulated 
(us.ing ze.ner diodes) and can be de
rive<! from the 15-V supply. 

The frqnt panel of the chassis 
sl:loul~ be large enough to accommo
Pf:lt~ the POSITION switch (S2), .the 
VERNIER potentiometer (R4), the 
HEIGHT control (R32) , the WIDTH con
t r.ol , (R19) , the FIESET switch (S1), the 
POL,ARITY switch (S3) , and six input 
and oµtpµt connectors. 

The vernier potentiometer should 
be Cf:llibrated for 1% i!1crements by 
measuring its resistance in 10% steps. 
The switches and connectors should 
also be marked as shown in the 
ph.otograpt:i . 

Qp9rati41t!I and ·~~·· No calibration 
of tM !3 circuit is necessary since the 
pe.~k detector works automatically. 

Connect the sweep and marker 
generators to the unit being tested 
and the scope as shown in Fig . 5. The 
marker's POLARITY switch determines 
the type of intens i ty modulat i on 
(bright or dark marker) , while the 
HEIGHT control varies the marker am-
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Fig. 3 . Pulse.is generated as shown at (A) . 
Position can be varied as shown at (BJ. 
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Fig. 5. Interconnections 
for setti ng up a test. 

plitude. Three types of display are 
shown in Fig. 6. 

The accuracy of the marker gen
erator is determined by the matching 
of R5 through R13 (all 1% resistors). 
The sweep linearity of the scope , how
ever, will rarely be better than 2%. 

RESET pushbutton S1 is rarely used. 
If the marker su ddenly shifts position 
on the display, or if high-value mark
ers cannot be displayed, a noise pulse 

Fig . 6. Pip 111arker is at lop. 
81·ight and dark i11te11 sity markers 
i11 display at center and bottom . 

has probably disturbed the peak de
tector. In this case, depress S1 so that 

+15V -15 V GND -9V +9V 	 the circuit will automatically recali

I I I I I brate itself on th e next peak . 
Assuming that the sweep generator 

~c4- I 	 is set to operate in the linear mode 
•rcrirc2 R:7 l~JC5 	 between 0 and 10,000 Hz and you want 
L_J - OI

i +f- - C7- ~D5- to determine t he frequency of a 
-R23- I I 

Rl802, -R25- -03'!:!° 	 " g litch " near the center of the display, l 
-R24- I I ~ ' BOE02 .,._ proceed as follows. Set the marker 

'R~/ -oe-R2- - cs  generato r for the type and amplitude'R29/ * 
-R2B- -07 of marker desired and adjust the:u IC4·u -R27

!Cl 	
-06- POSITION sw itch until the marker is just I I+ - Rl6- - ce- ;::I I_ I -R26- -04- below the frequency of interest. Then Cl RI 	 R22. -CG -R20 I I 7 T I 	 adj ust the VERNIER to refine the posi

tion . If the POSITION switch is at 5 and 
the VERNIER at 7, the marker frequen1111 I I 1111 	 cy is 57% of the swept frequency , or 
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5700 Hz. Fig. 4. A ctnal -size f oil pattem is 

Note that there are no " frequency" at top; compo nent la yout below . Lett ered 
d ials on the marker generator-on lypads co1'respond to those 011 schematic 
percentages of swept frequency . 0and are nsed for intercowiectio11s. 
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